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Supplementary Figure 1. The pairing of heavy and light chains for all specific antibodies. Clonal 

expanded heavy and light clusters were paired and highlighted in different colors. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. The optimization of the screening platform. a, The conventional screening of 

neutralizing antibodies. Antigen-specific B cells from PBMCs were sorted on day 1. The single-cell BCR genes were amplified by 

PCR on day 2. The antibody expression vectors were constructed in the next three days, including the PCR product sequencing, 

the primer synthesis, the ligation of genes and vectors, the DNA transformation and the plasmid extraction. The purified plasmids 

were transfected into HEK293T cells on day 5. After 48 hours, the cell supernatants were collected and analyzed with specific 

antigens by ELISA. Specific antibodies are used for following antibody expression and purification. Purified antibodies were 

screened as neutralizing candidates. b, The key parameters affecting screening efficiency. The following steps of the screening 

processes were carefully modified: multi-step sorting for the individual samples or the pooled samples, labeling S or RBD specific 

B cells, expressing antibodies using linear expression cassettes or plasmids, and designing preferred primers for the single-cell 

BCR cloning. To reduce time-consuming and workload, it is the critical step to screen neutralizing antibodies during the initial 

screening in the sixty days. Two methods for neutralization evaluation, competitive ELISA method in 3 hours or pseudovirus assay 

for 48 hours, were used side by side for confirmation of nAb neutralizing capability. c, The optimized strategy of neutralizing 

antibodies development. One day after PBMC thawing, specific B cell sorting was performed on day 1. A single BCR gene was 

cloned on day 2, using the 2nd PCR product to construct the linear expression cassettes, which were termed as the transfection 

targets to be introduced directly into HEK293T cells with liposome, without constructing plasmid, to shorten the screening duration. 

After 48 hours, the supernatants of each transfected samples were harvested and analyzed via ELISA and pseudovirus neutralization 

assay for evaluating specificity and neutralization. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. The influence of dead cells on the sorting of RBD-specific memory B cells. 
Gating strategy to remove dead cells: SSC-A versus FSC-A selected cell populations, then FSC-A versus FSC-H excluded doublets 

and FSC-H versus Dead Dye removed dead cells. a, Memory B cells were gated by CD19+IgD-IgG+ Cells and removed dead cells; 

b, Memory B cells were gated by CD19+IgD-IgG+ Cells and preserved dead cells. 


















